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Announcement 1
Education, like other areas of contemporary human life, is constantly changing,
therefore there is a constant need to analyze and modify these areas of social life that
determine the future of children and youth.
The second Scientific Conference in the series Categories (not) present in education
will focus on the optimization of the process of education and upbringing, with particular
emphasis on the experience of an individual leading to its development and self-acceptance,
which in the era of modern changes becomes an extremely important issue.
The variety of ways of thinking about human education creates the possibility of
multiple, often alternative ways of interpreting and building the space for his development.
However, this reflection cannot focus only on commonly known categories, but should also
take into account those areas that set new educational paths in the education of both educators,
teachers and students, becoming an opportunity for completely new scientific analyzes. Thus,
contemporary education should research and describe what is certain, known, common and
communal, as well as what is still ambivalent, foreign, incidental and individual.
Accordingly, the aim of the conference is broadly understood reflection on the
categories (not) present in the field of contemporary education. The proposed papers and
analyzes should focus on two designated trends:
1.

Categories present in education, but evolving due to the specificity and nature of the

epoch (e.g. subjectivity, identity, development, activity, threat, pathology, relationships,
disorders and others).
2.

Categories absent in education, i.e. those that are overlooked, underestimated or even

ignored (e.g. ambivalence, uncertainty, educational errors, utopia, mindfulness, dignity,
person, meaning, everyday life, silence, gamification and others).
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We hope that your papers will not only contribute to the designation of new
educational and upbringing categories, or reflect on these already known phenomena, but will
first of all become a source of necessary changes and inspiration for a wide range of people
involved in education.
We would be honored with your presence at the conference.

Important dates:
submitting the application form (with an abstract in English - max. 1000 characters
with spaces): 10.12.2020
confirmation of the acceptance of the paper: 22.12.2020
submission of the article for print: 01.03.2021
confirmation of acceptance of the article for publication: 15.03.2021
payment of the publication fee: 30.03.2021
distribution of the conference program: 01.09.2021
If you are interested, please send the application form to the following address:
kategorienieobecne@gmail.com

Please also note that due to the design requirements, the number of places is limited.
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Conference fees:
passive participation: free of charge
participation with publication: PLN 350
The organizers reserve the right to admit for printing only those texts which receive a positive
editorial review.

The costs related to participation in the conference (i.e. conference materials, coffee breaks and
lunch) are fully covered from the budget of the UsinG online project gAMe to tacle Early
school leaving and reducing behavioral difficulties among pupils (2019-1-PL01-KA201064865), implemented under the ERASMUS + program.
Further information and messages will be sent directly to registered persons
and posted on the conference website www.projectgame.eu, to visit
which we invite you.

Correspondence address : kategorienieobecne@gmail.com
Place of the session: Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow, ul.Bernardyńska 3

Chairwoman of the Scientific Committee
dr hab. Bożena Majerek
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